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With this storm, this weekend is sure to produce
some massive surfit’s a good time for less
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experienced surfers to take a weekend off! As for
the rest of the surfing community, if you’re into
getting dirty, the rainy weather is ripe for the
adventurous! We know a long day at the beach
always works up an appetite, whether you’re
catching eightfooters in Encinitas or sitting on the
beach watching friends score gnarly waves in
Mission Beach, by the end of the day you’ll be in
need of some serious grub. Here are 4 spots to
grab a bite after a surf sesh.
If searching for the perfect wave takes you south on the 101,
there is also a Fish Shop location in Encinitas offering the
same sea of options. Encinitas Fish Shop is located at 1010 S.
Coast Highway 101 just minutes from the sand. With a slew of
healthy sides of seaweed salad, vinaigrette coleslaw, fresh
steamed veggies or sevengrain steamed rice you can get
enough nutrients to prepare your body for a sunrise surf
tomorrow!
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Solana Beach has a new favorite postsurf spot in the aptly
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named Pillbox Tavern above the Cliffside Solana Beach
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neighborhood of Fletcher Cove. This bar and restaurant
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named after the famous beach break below will welcome you
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with open beers and a lineup of savory dishes that will make
you feel right at home. From the Panko Crusted Pork Tenderloin Sandwich to a house specialty Shrimp and Mahi
Ceviche served with warm tortilla chips you can satisfy your hunger with any item off their Coastal Americana menu.
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The surf term moniker of Pacific Beach’s The Duck Dive is an homage to the thousands of surfers that fill the

We invite you to embrace
SanDiegoVille™ as your source for
what's happening in our small
town/bigcity  from food to beer to
entertainment to nightlife to daylife
and beyond! We'll keep you in the
know about San Diego's best events,

beaches year round in this coastal town, but is also a nod to the creative use of duck in their menu. A local favorite
side to any dish are the savory duck fat fries offered plain with a trio of house made sauces, “spiced” with garlic and
parmesan or “loaded” with angus beef meatloaf, creamy cheese sauce and peppers. Several dishes include a
seared duck breast served with blueberry risotto and dragon wings made with duck meat double fried in duck fat and
glazed with asian inspired hoisinplum mahogany sauce. The menu also includes a range of craft cocktails created
by awardwinning bartender and general manager Rob McShea.
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If you keep paddling south you’ll reach The Sandbar Sports
SanDiegoVille.com endeavors to
become a hyperlocal source for all
things San Diego! We are vivacious
young professionals who love more
than anything to ditch the monotony of
the day job to explore America's Finest
City, from the shore to the desert, and
the hundreds of uniquely vibrant
neighborhoods in between! We know
San Diego!

Bar & Grill in Mission Beach serving up barfoodbutbetter!
You can choose from Sandbar staples such as Carne Asada
Tots, Crispy Calamari served with jalapeno chiles, jalapeno
jelly and a spicy aioli dip, TKO tacos, or a variety of tasty
burgers, wraps, salads and “sandos.” The upstairs patio has a
picturesque view of the waves breaking only steps away from
the front door if you still haven’t had enough salty air in your
lungs for the day.
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Get involved, ask questions, and even
submit your own viewpoints and
opinions! Act now, participate, and help
to cultivate a strong, organic, and
sustainable online community that
lends its support to the locality we call
home, because although we are one of
the largest cities in the U.S.A., we can
make it feel like a small, close knit
community!
Please comment and share whatever
your heart desires in order to lend to a
thriving stream of dialogue about our
wonderful ocean side city! Think local,
because all you touch and all you see
is all your life will ever be!
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